Abstract-The problem of uncovering transcriptional regulation by transcription factors (TFs) based on microarray data is considered. A novel Bayesian sparse correlated rectified factor model (BSCRFM) is proposed that models the unknown TF protein level activity, the correlated regulations between TFs, and the sparse nature of TF regulated genes. The model admits prior knowledge from existing database regarding TF regulated target genes based on a sparse prior and through a developed Gibbs sampling algorithm, a context-specific transcriptional regulatory network specific to the experimental condition of the microarray data can be obtained. The proposed model and the Gibbs sampling algorithm were evaluated on the simulated systems and results demonstrated the validity and effectiveness of the proposed approach. The proposed model was then applied to the Breast cancer microarray data of patients with Estrogen Receptor positive ER+ status and Estrogen Receptor negative ER-status, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Response of cells to changing endogenous or exogenous conditions is governed by intricate networks of gene regulations including those by, most notably, transcription factors (TFs). Currently, due to low protein coverage and poor quantification accuracy of high throughput technologies including protein array and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS), TF protein abundance measurements are hardly available. Recently, work based on factor models points to a natural and promising direction for TF cisregulation modeling. Different from conventional factor analysis models, BSCRFM consists of a sparse loading matrix and a set of correlated non-negative factors. The sparsity of the loading matrix is constrained by a sparse prior [1] that directly reflects our existing knowledge of TF regulation, i.e., if a gene is known to be regulated by a TF, then the prior probability that this regulation exists is high, or otherwise, very low due to the generic sparsity nature of the loading matrix. Since TFs can regulate each other, share the same protein complex, or get involved in the same biological process, the factors in this BSCRFM model are considered to be correlated. To model the correlation between factors, a Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) prior [2] was placed on the factors. DPM imposes a natural non-parametric [3] clustering effect on TFs, which, enables automatic determination of the optimal number of clusters. Moreover, since the activities of TFs are non-negative, they are assumed to follow a (non-negative) rectified Gaussian distribution [4] . A Gibbs sampling solution is proposed to effectively infer all the relevant variables.
II. BAYESIAN SPARSE FACTOR MODELING
N represent the n-th microarray mRNA expression profile of G genes under a specific context. In practice, microarray data n y register the log2 scaled (fold change of) the expression gene levels under the context of interest relative background expression levels obtained often as the average expression levels among a variety of contexts such as different cell lines and tumors [5] [6] . We assume that the log scaled expression level n y is due to the linear combination of scaled TF protein expressions, or activities and modeled by the following factor model n n n y Ax e (1) where, n x -the n-th sample vector of the scaled activities of L TFs of interest. Particularly, the non-negativity of n x is modeled by applying the component-wise rectification (or cut) function to a vector pseudo factors n s such that the l-th element of n x is expressed as
Since the TFs may share the same protein complex, regulate each, or get involved in the same biological process, the activities of TFs should be correlated. Therefore, pseudo factors n s are modeled by a Dirichlet Process Mixture (DPM) of the Gaussian distribution as 
Cluster label of the l-th factor l J is governed by a discrete GEM distribution [2] , which defines the stick breaking process with parameter D ; this implies that the elements of n s are correlated. Based on (2) and (3), we have
where, N R denotes the rectified Gaussian distribution [4] .
hence modeled by the DP of the rectified Gaussian distributions and the elements of n x are accordingly correlated. In contrast to the conventional mixture models, the DPM model enables the number of clusters to be learnt adaptively from the data instead of being predefined.
A -the G L u loading matrix, whose element , g l a represents the regulatory coefficient of the g-th gene by the l-th TF. Since a TF is known to regulate only small set of genes, A should be sparse. In our model, the elements of A are assumed to be independent and with a prior [1] 2 , , ,
where , g l S is the a prior probability of , g l a to be nonzero. S are likely to be smaller than 0.1. In practice, databases such as TRANSFAC [7] and DBD [8] 
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The overall graphical model is shown in Fig. 1 . The goal is to obtain the posterior distributions and hence the estimates of A , n x n , γ and 6 given the microarray profile 
III. THE PROPOSED GIBBS SAMPLING SOLUTION
The proposed BSCRFA model is high dimensional and analytically intractable, so the authors proposed a Gibbs sampling solution. Gibbs sampling devises a Markov Chain Monte Carlo scheme to generate random samples of the unknowns from the desired but intractable posterior distributions and then approximate the (marginal) posterior distributions with these samples. The key of Gibbs sampling is to derive the conditional posterior distributions and then draw samples from them iteratively. The proposed Gibbs sampler can be summarized as follows:
Gibbs Sampling for BSCRFM Iterate the following steps and for the t-th iteration:
| , x Remove empty clusters and reduce K accordingly;
Note that k θ k is marginalized and therefore does not need to be sampled. The algorithm iterates until the convergence of samples, which can be assessed by the scheme described in [9] . The samples after convergence will be collected to approximate the marginal posterior distributions and the estimates of the unknowns. The required conditional distributions of the above proposed Gibbs sampling solution are detailed in Appendix.
IV. RESULT

A. Test on Simulated System
The proposed BSCRFM model was then tested on a larger simulated system, in which the microarray data consists of the expression profiles of 250 genes with 10 samples, which are regulated by 20 TFs that fall into 3 clusters. The sparsity of loading matrix was 10%, which means on average each gene is regulated by 2 TFs, and each TF regulates 25 genes. The precision and recall of the prior knowledge were still set equal to 0.9 each, indicating again that the recorded regulations may not exist in the experiment and the unknown regulations could exist. The clustering result is evaluated by BCubed [10] .Since this is a relatively large data set involving sampling of many variables, instead of examining convergence based on [9] , we adopted a more practical strategy by running a single MCMC chain for 10000 iterations with a burn-in period of 2000 iterations [11] .
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that, as noise increases, the mean squared error (MSE) of MMSE of A and n x increases, and clustering and target prediction performance decreases.
B. Test on Real Data
The proposed algorithm was then applied to the breast cancer microarray data published in [12] [13] [14] [15] . Particularly, we applied the algorithm to two groups of samples independently, i.e., 74 samples from patients of Estrogen Receptor positive (ER+) and 68 samples of Estrogen Receptor negative (ER-) status. All samples came with gene microarray expression, ER status and survival time information. For the settings of the algorithm, we first manually selected a total of 11 TFs that are known to highly relevant to breast cancer and then retrieved a total of 191 regulated genes by these TFs from TRANSFAC database [7] .We also assume that TRANSFAC record has a 90% precision and 90% recall, suggesting that the known regulations may be context-specific and unknown regulations could exist. From the precision and the recall, the prior probability of the loading matrix can be determined. BSCRFA recovered a total of 295 and 287 regulations respectively from ER+ and ER-patient samples, among which 120 are the same. 34 regulations that are recorded in prior knowledge were found in none of the two data sets, and 15 regulations that are not previously recorded were founded in both data sets, indicating the ability of BSCRFA to recover context-specific and new regulations from microarray expression profiles. Along with the recovered regulations, the activities of TFs are also estimated. In each case, three TF clusters were determined. Interestingly, in both case JUN and FOS were clustered together; this agrees with the fact that JUN and FOS belong to the same TF complex called AP1 and need to regulated collaboratively. The differential activity of each TF in ER+ and ER-were investigated using the t-test. The ER transcription factor is the most significantly up-regulated TF among the tested 11 TFs in ER+ samples over ER-samples ( 
V. CONCLUSION
A Bayesian factor model with sparse loading matrix and correlated non-negative factors was proposed to unveil the latent activities of transcription factors and their targeted genes from observed gene mRNA expression profiles. By naturally incorporating the prior knowledge of TF regulated genes, the sparsity constraint of the loading matrix, and the non-negativity constraints of TF activities, both context dependent regulation and TF activities can be estimated. A Gibbs sampling solution was proposed. The effectiveness and validity of the model and the proposed Gibbs sampler were evaluated on simulated systems and on real data. The results demonstrated that BSCRFM provides a viable approach to estimate TF's protein activities and studying phenotypes based on TF's protein activities could yield more informative and accurate results. 
